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 rs-422/485 application note 1 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 chapter 1: overview introduction the purpose of this application note is to describe the main elements of an rs-422 and RS-485 system.  this application note attempts to cover enough technical details so that the system designer will have considered all the important aspects in his data system design.  since both rs-422 and rs- 485 are data transmission systems that use balanced differential signals, it is appropriate to discuss both systems in the same application note.  throughout this application note the generic terms of rs-422 and RS-485 will be used to represent the eia/tia-422 and eia/tia-485 standards. data transmission signals unbalanced line drivers each signal that transmits in an rs-232 unbalanced data transmission system appears on the interface connector as a voltage with reference to a signal ground.  for example, the transmitted data (td) from a dte device appears on pin 2 with respect to pin 7 (signal ground) on a db-25 connector. this voltage will be negative if the line is idle and alternate between that negative level and a positive level when data is sent with a magnitude of   5 to  15 volts.  the rs-232 receiver typically operates within the voltage range of +3 to +12 and -3 to -12 volts as shown in figure 1.1. balanced line drivers in a balanced differential system the voltage produced by the driver appears across a pair of signal lines that transmit only one signal.  figure 1.2 shows a schematic symbol for a balanced line driver and the voltages that exist.  a balanced line driver will produce a voltage from 2 to 6 volts across its a and b output terminals and will have a signal ground (c) connection. although proper connection to the signal ground is important , it isn't used by a balanced line receiver in determining the logic state of the data line.  a balanced line driver can also have an input signal called an ?enable? signal. the purpose of this signal is to connect the driver to its output terminals, a and b.  if the ?enable? signal is off, one can consider the driver as disconnected from the transmission line.  an RS-485 driver must have the ?enable? control signal.  an rs-422 driver may have this signal, but it is not always required.  the disconnected or "disabled" condition of the line driver usually is referred to as the ? tristate 1 ? condition of the driver.                                                     1   the term ? tristate? comes from the fact that there is a third output state of an RS-485 driver, in addition to the output states of ?1? and ?0.?

 2 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 figure 1.1 figure 1.2

 rs-422/485 application note 3 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 balanced line receivers a balanced differentia l line receiver senses the voltage state of the transmission line across two signal input lines, a and b.  it will also have a signal ground (c) that is necessary in making the proper interface connection.  figure 1.3 is a schematic symbol for a balanced differential line receiver.  figure 1.3 also shows the voltages that are important to the balanced line receiver.  if the differential input voltage  vab is greater than +200 mv the receiver will have a specific logic state on its output terminal. if the input voltage is reversed  to less than -200 mv the receiver will create the opposite logic state on its output terminal.  the input voltages that a balanced line receiver must sense are shown in figure 1.3.  the 200 mv to 6 v range is required to allow for attenuation on the transmission line. eia standard rs-422 data transmission the eia standard rs-422-a entitled ?electrical characteristics of balanced voltage digital interface circuits? defines the characteristics of rs-422 interface circuits.  figure 1.4 is a typical rs-422 four-wire interface. notice that five conductors are used.  each generator or driver can drive up to ten (10) receivers.  the two signaling states of the line are defined as follows: a.  when the ?a? terminal of the driver is ne gative with respect to the ?b? terminal, the line is in a binary 1 (mark or off) state. b.  when the ?a? terminal of the driver is positive with respect to the ?b? terminal, the line is in a binary 0 (space or on) state. figure 1.5 shows the condition  of the voltage of the balanced line for an rs-232 to rs-422 converter when the line is in the ?idle? condition or off state.  it also shows the relationship of the ?a? and ?b? terminals of an rs- 422 system and the ?-? and ?+? terminal markings used on many types of equipment.  the ?a? terminal is equivalent to the ?-? designation, and the ?b? terminal equivalent to the ?+? designation.  the same relationship shown in figure 1.5 also applies for RS-485 systems.  rs-422 can withstand a common mode voltage ( vcm) of 7 volts.  common mode voltage is defined as the mean voltage of  the a and b terminals with respect to signal ground.

 4 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 figure 1.3 figure 1.4

 rs-422/485 application note 5 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 figure 1.5

 6 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 eia standard RS-485 data transmission the RS-485 standard permits a balanced tran smission line to be shared in a party line or  multidrop mode.  as many as 32 driver/receiver pairs can share a  multidrop network.  many characteristics of the drivers and receivers are the same as rs-422.  the range of the common mode voltage  vcm that the driver and receiver can tolerate is expanded to +12 to -7 volts.  since the driver can be disconnected or  tristated from the line, it must withstand this common mode voltage range while in the  tristate condition.  some rs-422 drivers, even with  tristate capability, will not withstand the full  vcm voltage range of +12 to -7 volts. figure 1.6 shows a typical two-wire  multidrop network.  note that the transmission line is terminated on both ends of the line but not at drop points in the middle of the line.  termination should only be used with high data rates and long wiring runs .   a detailed discussion of termination can be found in chapter 2 of this application note.  the signal ground line is also recommended in an RS-485 system to keep the common mode voltage that the receiver must accept within the -7 to +12 volt range.  further discussion of grounding can be found in chapter 3 of this application note.

 rs-422/485 application note 7 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 figure 1.6

 8 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 figure 1.7

 rs-422/485 application note 9 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 an RS-485 network can also be connected in a four-wire mode as shown in figure 1.7.  note that four data wires and an additional signal ground wire are used in a ?four-wire? connection.  in a four-wire network it is necessary that one node be a master node and all others be slaves.  the network is connected so that the master node communicates to all slave nodes.  all slave nodes communicate only with the master node.  this network has some advantages with equipment with mixed protocol communications.  since the slave nodes never listen to another slave response to the master, a slave node cannot reply incorrectly to another slave node. tristate control of an RS-485 device using rts as discussed previously, an RS-485 system must have a driver that can be disconnected from the transmission line when a particular node is not transmitting.  in an rs-232 to RS-485 converter or an RS-485 serial card, this may be implemented using the rts control signal from an asynchronous serial port to enable the RS-485 driver.  the rts line is connected to the rs- 485 driver enable such that setting the rts line to a high (logic 1) state enables the RS-485 driver.  setting the rts line low (logic 0) puts the driver into the  tristate condition.  this in effect disconnects the driver from the bus, allowing other nodes to transmit over the same wire pair.  figure 1.8 shows a timing diagram for a typical rs-232 to RS-485 converter.  the waveforms show what happens if the vrts waveform is narrower than the data vsd. this is not the normal situation, but is shown here to illustrate the loss of a portion of the data waveform.  when rts control is used, it is important to be certain that rts is set high before data is sent.  also, the rts line must then be set low after the last data bit is sent.  this timing is done by the software used to control the serial port and not by the converter. when an RS-485 network is connected in a two-wire  multidrop party line mode, the receiver at each node will be connected to the line (see figure 1.6).  the receiver can often be configured to receive an echo of its own data transmission.  this is desirable in some systems, and troublesome in others. be sure to check the data sheet for your converter to determine how the receiver ?enable? function is connected.

 10 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 figure 1.8

 rs-422/485 application note 11 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 send data control of an RS-485 device m any of b&b electronics? rs-232 to RS-485 converters and RS-485 serial cards include special circuitry, which is triggered from the data signal to enable the RS-485 driver.   figure 1.9 is a timing diagram of the important signals used to  control a converter of this type.  it is important to note that the transmit data line is ?disabled? at a fixed interval after the last bit, typically one character length.  if this interval is too short, you can miss parts of each character being sent.  if this time is too long, your system may try to turn the data line around from transmit to receive before the node (with the send data converter) is ready to receive data.  if the latter is the case, you will miss portions (or complete characters) at the beginning of a response.

 12 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 figure 1.9

 rs-422/485 application note 13 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 chapter 2: system configuration network topologies network configuration isn?t defined in the rs-422 or RS-485 specification. in most cases the designer can use a configuration that best fits the physical requirements of the system. two wire or four wire systems rs-422 systems require a dedicated pair of wires for each signal, a transmit pair,  a receive pair and an additional pair for each handshake/control signal used (if required).  the  tristate capabilities of rs- 485 allow a single pair of wires to share transmit and receive signals for half- duplex communications.  this ?two wire? configuration (note that an additional ground conductor should be used) reduces cabling cost.  RS-485 devices may be internally or externally configured for two wire systems. internally configured RS-485 devices simply provide a and b connections (sometimes labeled ?-? and ?+?). devices configured for four wire communications bring out a and b connections for both  the transmit and the receive pairs.  the user can connect the transmit lines to the receive lines to create a two wire configuration.  the latter type device provides the system designer with the most configuration flexibility. note that the signal ground line should also be connected in the system.  this connection is necessary to keep the  vcm common mode voltage at the receiver within a safe range.  the interface circuit may operate without the signal ground connection, but may sacrifice reliability and noise immunity.  figures 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate connections of two and four wire systems.

 14 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 figure  2.1   typical RS-485 four wire  multidrop configuration

 rs-422/485 application note 15 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 figure  2.2  typical RS-485 two wire  multidrop network

 16 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 termination termination is used to match impedance of a node t o the impedance of the transmission line being used.  when impedance are mismatched, the transmitted signal is not completely absorbed by the load and a portion is reflected back into the transmission line.  if the source, transmission line and load impedance are equal these reflections are eliminated.  there are disadvantages of termination as well.  termination increases load on the drivers, increases installation complexity, changes biasing requirements and makes system modification more difficult. the decision whether or not to use termination should be based on the cable length and data rate used by the system.  a good rule of thumb is if the propagation delay of the data line is much less than one bit width, termination is not needed.  this rule makes the assumption that reflections will damp out in several trips up and down the data line.  since the receiving uart will sample the data in the middle of the bit, it is important that the signal level be solid at that point.  for example, in a system with 2000 feet of data line the propagation delay can be calculated by multiplying the cable length by the propagation velocity of the cable.  this value, typically 66 to 75% of the speed of light (c), is specified by the cable manufacture. for our example, a round trip covers 4000 feet of cable.   using a propagation velocity of 0.66    c, one round trip is completed in approximately 6.2  m s.  if we assume the reflections will damp out in three ?round trips? up and down the cable length, the signal will stabilize 18.6  m s after the leading edge of a bit.  at 9600 baud one bit is 104  m s wide.  since the reflections are damped out much before the center of the bit, termination is not required. there are several methods of terminating data lines.  the method recommended by b&b is parallel termination. a resistor is added in parallel with the receiver?s ?a? and ?b? lines in order to match the data line characteristic impedance specified by the cable manufacture (120  w  is a common value).  this value describes the intrinsic impedance of the transmission line and is not a function of the line length.  a terminating resistor of less than 90  w  should not be used.  termination resistors should be placed only at the extreme ends of the data line, and no more than two terminations should be placed in any system that does not use repeaters.  this type of termination clearly adds heavy dc loading to a system and may overload port powered rs-232 to RS-485 converters.  another type of termination, ac coupled termination, adds a small capacitor in series with the

 rs-422/485 application note 17 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 termination resistor to eliminate the dc loading effect.  although this method eliminates dc loading, capacitor selection is highly dependent on the system properties.  system designers interested in ac termination are encouraged to read national semiconductors application note 903 2  for further information. figure 2.3 illustrates both parallel and ac termination on an RS-485 two-wire node.  in four-wire systems, the termination is placed across the receiver of the node. figure  2.3  parallel and ac termination biasing an RS-485 network when an RS-485 network is in an idle state, all nodes are in listen (receive) mode.   under this condition there are no active drivers on the network, all drivers are  tristated.  without anything driving the network, the state of the line is unknown.  if the voltage level at the receiver?s a and b inputs is less than   200 mv the logic level at the output of the receivers will be the value of the last bit received.  in order to maintain the proper idle voltage state, bias resistors must be applied to force the data lines to the idle condition.  bias resistors are nothing more than a  pullup resistor on the data b line (typically to 5 volts) and a  pulldown (to ground) on the data a line. figure 2.4 illustrates the placement of bias resistors on a transceiver in a two- wire configuration.  note that in an RS-485 four-wire configuration, the bias resistors should be placed on the receiver lines.  the value of the bias resistors is dependent on termination and number of nodes in the system. the goal is to generate enough dc bias current in the network to maintain a minimum of 200 mv between the b and a data line.  consider the following two examples of bias resistor calculation.                                                     2  refer to chapter 7 for information on national semiconductors application notes.

 18 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 figure  2.4  transceiver with bias resistors example 1.  10 node, RS-485 network with two 120  w w  termination resistors each RS-485 node has  a load impedance of 12k w .  10 nodes in parallel give a load of 1200  w .  additionally, the two 120  w  termination resistors result in another 60  w  load, for a total load of 57  w .  clearly the termination resistors are responsible for a majority of the loading.  in order to maintain at least 200mv between the b and a line, we need a bias current of 3.5  ma to flow through the load.  to create this bias from a 5v supply a total series resistance of 1428  w  or less is required.  subtract the 57  w  that  is already part of the load, and we are left with 1371  w .  placing half of this value as a pullup to 5v and half as a  pulldown to ground gives a maximum bias resistor value of 685 w  for each of the two biasing resistors. bias resistor bias resistor

 rs-422/485 application note 19 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 example 2.  32 node, RS-485 network without termination each RS-485 node has  a load impedance of 12k w .  32 nodes in parallel gives a total load of 375  w .  in order to maintain at least 200 mv across 375 w  we need a current of 0.53  ma.  to generate this current from a 5v supply requires a total resistance of 9375 w  maximum.  since 375  w  of this total  is in the receiver load, our bias resistors must add to 9k w  or less. notice that very little bias current is required in systems without termination. bias resistors can be placed anywhere in the network or can be split among multiple nodes.  the parallel combination of all bias resistors in a system must be equal to or less than the calculated biasing requirements. b&b electronics uses 4.7k w  bias resistors in all RS-485 products.  this value is adequate for most systems without termination.  the system designer should always calculate the biasing requirements of the network.  symptoms of under biasing range from decreased noise immunity to complete data failure.  over biasing has less effect on a system , the primary result is increased load on the drivers.  systems using port powered rs-232 to RS-485 converters can be sensitive to over biasing. extending the specification some systems require longer distances or higher numbers of nodes than supported by rs-422 or RS-485.  repeaters are commonly used to overcome these barriers.  an RS-485 repeater such as b&b electronics? 485op can be placed in a system to divide the load into multiple segments.  each ?refreshed? signal is capable of driving another 4000 feet of cable and  an additional 31 rs- 485 loads. another method of increasing the number of RS-485 nodes is to use low load type RS-485 receivers.  these receivers use  a higher input impedance to reduce the load on the RS-485 drivers to increase the total number of nodes. there are currently half and quarter load integrated circuit receivers available, extending the total allowable number of nodes to 64 and 128.

 20 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 chapter 3: selecting rs-422 and RS-485 cabling cable selection for rs-422 and RS-485  systems is often neglected. attention to a few details in the selection process can prevent the costly prospect of re-pulling thousands of feet of cable. number of conductors the signal ground conductor is often overlooked when ordering cable.  an extra twisted pair must be specified to have enough conductors to run a signal ground.  a  two wire system then requires two twisted pair, and a four wire system requires three twisted pair. shielding it is often hard to quantify if shielded cable is required in an application or not.  since the added cost of shielded cable is usually minimal it is worth installing the first time. cable characteristics when choosing a transmission line for rs-422 or RS-485, it is necessary to examine the required distance of the cable and the data rate of the system. the appendix to eia rs-422-a standard presents an empirical curve that relates cable length to data rate for 24 awg twisted-pair telephone cable that has a shunt capacitance of 16  pf/ft. and is terminated in 100 ohms (see figure 3.1).  this curve is based on signal quality requirements of: a).  signal rise and fall time equal to, or less than, one-half unit interval at the applicable modulation rate. b).  the maximum voltage loss between driver and load of 6 db.

 rs-422/485 application note 21 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 losses in a transmission line are a combination of ac losses (skin effect), dc conductor loss, leakage, and ac losses in the dielectric.  in high quality cable, the conductor losses and the dielectric losses are on the same order of magnitude.  figure 3.2 is included in this application note to point out the significant difference in performance of different cables.  this chart shows attenuation versus frequency for three different  belden cables.  note that the polyethylene cables offer much lower attenuation than pvc cables. figure 3.1

 22 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 figure 3.2 another approach to choosing transmi ssion line is the ?e-grade program,? which  has been established by  anixter  bros. inc.   anixter is a worldwide distributor of wiring system products.  under this program, anixter divides data interface cables into four categories as follows: e-grade 1 li mited distance e-grade 2 standard distance e-grade 3 extended distance e-grade 4 maximum distance simple charts are used to help the user select the proper cable without any technical understanding of the cable parameters.  this program divides the usage categories into eia-232-d, eia-422-a, and eia-423-a.  when using this literature, use the eia-422-a charts for choosing RS-485 cable.

 rs-422/485 application note 23 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 chapter 4: transient protection of rs-422 and RS-485 systems the first step towards protecting an rs-422 or RS-485 system from transients is  understanding the nature of the energy we are guarding against. transient energy may come from several sources, most typically environmental conditions or induced by switching heavy inductive loads. what does a surge look like? surge specifications while transients may not always conform to industry specifications, both the institute of electrical and electronics engineers (ieee) and the international  electrotechnical commission (iec) have developed transient models for use in evaluating electrical and electronic equipment for immunity to surges.  these models can offer some insight into the types of energy that must be controlled to prevent system damage. both iec 1000-4-5: 1995 ?surge immunity test? and ieee c62.41-1991 ?ieee recommended practice on surge voltages in low-voltage ac power circuits? define a ?1.2/50 m s - 8/20 m s combination wave? surge which has a 1.2 m s voltage rise time with a 50  m s decay across an open circuit.  the specified current waveform has an 8  m s rise time with a 20  m s decay into a short circuit. open circuit voltages levels from 1 to 6 kv are commonly used in both the positive and negative polarities, although under some  circumstances voltages as high as 20 kv may be applied.  figures 4.1 and 4.2 illustrate the combination wave characteristics.  in addition, ieee c62.41 also specifies a 100 khz ?ring wave? test.  the ring wave has a 0.5  m s rise time and a decaying oscillation at 100 khz with source impedance of 12 w  as shown in figure 4.3.  typical amplitudes for the 100 khz ring wave also range from 1 ? 6 kv.

 24 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 0 20 40 60 80 100 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 time,  us v(t) / vp 1.2/50 usecond voltage wave figure  4.1  combination wave voltage waveform 0 10 20 30 40 50 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 time,  us v(t)/vp 8/20 usecond current wave figure  4.2  combination wave current waveform

 rs-422/485 application note 25 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 time,  us v(t)/vp 100khz ring wave figure  4.3  100 khz ring wave common mode vs. differential mode identifying the type of surges that may threaten a system is an important part of selecting the appropriate levels and methods of transient protection. since each of the conductors in a data cable travels through the same physical space, it is reasonable to expect transients caused by environmental or current switching to be ?common mode? that is, present on all data and ground conductors within the data cable.  in some installations, there may be another source of unwanted energy to consider.  if there are high voltage cables running anywhere near the data cables, the potential for a fault condition exists as a result of insulation failures or inadvertent contact by an installer.  this type of surge could contact any number of conductors in the data cable, presenting a ?differential? surge to the data equipment.  although the voltages and currents associated with this type surge are much lower than the types of surges modeled by ansi or iec, they have a particularly destructive quality of their own. instead of dissipating within several milliseconds, they can exist in a steady state condition on the data network.

 26 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 ground differences realizing that transient energy can be high frequency in nature leads to some disturbing observations.  at frequencies of this magnitude, it is difficult to make a low impedance electrical connection between two points due to the inductance of the path between them.   whether that path is several feet of cable or thousands of feet of earth between grounding systems, during a transient event there can be hundreds or thousands of volts potential between different ?grounds?.   we can no longer assume that two points connected by a wire will be at the same voltage potential.  to the system designer this means that although rs-422/485 uses 5v differential signaling, a remote node may see the 5v signal superimposed on a transient of hundreds or thousands of volts with respect to that nodes local ground.  it is more intuitive to refer to what is commonly called ?signal ground? as a ?signal reference?. how do we connect system nodes knowing that these large potential differences between grounds may exist?  the first step towards successful protection is to assure that each device in the system is referenced to only one ground, eliminating the path through the device for surge currents searching for a return.  there are two approaches to creating this idyllic ground state. the first approach is to isolate the data ground from the host device ground, this is typically done with transformers or optical isolators as shown is figure 4.4.  the second approach is to tie each of the grounds on a device together (typically power ground and data ground) with a low impedance connection as shown in figure 4.5. these two techniques lead us to the two basic methods of transient protection. figure  4.4  isolated RS-485 device device isolated power vcc optical isolation port data lines out

 rs-422/485 application note 27 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 vcc port device data lines  local chassis ground connection ground line figure  4.5  RS-485 device with signal ground connected to chassis ground transient protection using isolation isolation theory the most universal approach to protecting against transients is to galvanically isolate the data  port  from the host device circuitry.  this method separates the signal reference from any fixed ground.  optical isolators, transformers and fiber optics are all methods commonly used in many types of data networks to isolate i/o circuitry from its host device.  in rs-422 and rs- 485 applications, optical isolators are most common.  an optical isolator is an integrated circuit that converts the electrical signal to light and back, eliminating electrical continuity.  with an isolated port, the entire isolated circuitry floats to the level of the transient without disrupting data communications.  as long as the floating level of the circuitry does not exceed the breakdown rating of the isolators (typically 1000 - 2500 volts) the port will not be damaged.  this type of protection does not attempt to absorb or shunt excess energy so it is not sensitive to the length of the transient.  even continuous potential differences will not harm isolated devices.  it is important to note that isolators work on common mode transients, they cannot protect against large voltage differences between conductors of a data cable such as those caused by short circuits between data and power circuits.

 28 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 isolation devices optical isolation can be impl emented in a number of ways.  if a conversion from rs-232 to rs-422 or RS-485 is being made, optically isolated converters are available.  optically isolated isa bus serial cards can replace existing ports in pc systems.   for systems with existing rs-422 or RS-485 ports, an optically isolated repeater can be installed.  examples of each of these type devices can be found in the b&b electronics data communications catalog. transient protection using shunting shunting theory creating one common ground at the host device provides a safe place to divert surge energy as well as a voltage reference to attach surge suppression devices to.  shunting harmful currents to ground before they reach the data port is the job of components such as  tvs (often referred to by the trade name tranzorb), mov or gas discharge tubes.  these devices all work by ?clamping? at a set voltage, once the clamp voltage has been exceeded, the devices provide a low impedance connection between terminals. since this type of device diverts a large amount of energy, it cannot tolerate very long duration or continuous transients.  shunting devices are most often installed from each data line to the local earth ground, and should be selected to begin conducting current at a voltage as close as possible above the systems normal communications levels.  for rs-422 and RS-485 systems, the voltage rating selected is typically 6 - 8 volts.  these devices typically add some capacitive load to the data lines.  this should be considered when designing a system and can be compensated for by  derating the total line length to compensate for the added load.  several hundred feet is usually an adequate figure. to apply these type products correctly they should be installed as close to the port to be protected as possible, and the user must provide an extremely low impedance connection to the local earth ground of the unit being protected. this ground connection is crucial to proper operation of the shunting device. the ground connection should be made with heavy gauge wire and kept as short as possible.  if the cable must be longer than one meter, copper strap or braided cable intended for grounding purposes must be used for the protection device to be effective.   in addition to the high frequency nature of transients, there can be an enormous amount of current present.  several thousand amps typically result from applications of the combination wave test in the ansi and iec specification.

 rs-422/485 application note 29 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 connecting signal grounds since a local ground connection is required at each node implementing shunt type protection, the consequences of connecting remote grounds together must be considered.  during transient events a high voltage potential may exist between the remote grounds.  only the impedance in the wire connecting the grounds limits the current that results from this voltage potential.  the rs-422 and RS-485 specification both recommend using 100 ohm resistors in series with the signal ground path in order to limit ground currents.  figure 4.6 illustrates the ground connection recommended in the specification. figure  4.6  signal ground connection between two nodes with 100 ohm resistor shunting devices there are two types of shunting devices to choose from.  the least expensive type is single stage, which usually consists of a single  tvs device on each line.  three stage devices are also available.  the first stage of a  three stage device is a gas discharge tube, which can handle extremely high currents, but has a high threshold voltage and is too slow to protect solid state circuits. the second stage is  a small series impedance which limits current and creates a voltage drop between the first and third stage.  the final stage is a  tvs  device which is fast enough to protect solid state devices and brings the clamping voltage down to a safe level for data circuits. combining isolation and  shunting installing a combination of both types of protection can offer the highest reliability in a system.  figures 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate two means of implementing this level of protection.

 30 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 figure  4.7  isolated node with shunt protection to earth ground figure  4.8  isolated port with ungrounded shunt protection the method shown in figure 4.7  is recommended, in this case isolation protects the circuit from any voltage drops in the earth ground connection.  the shunt devices will prevent a surge from exceeding the breakdown voltage of the isolators as well as handling any differential surges on the cable.  figure 4.8 illustrates a method recommended for cases where there is no way to make an earth ground connection.  here, the shunt device?s function is to protect the port from differential surges , a differential surge will be balanced between conductors by the shunting device, converted to common mode.  the isolation provides protection from the common mode transient remaining. isolated power device vcc port  earth ground ground line shunting device data lines out shunting device device isolated power vcc port signal ground  data lines 

 rs-422/485 application note 31 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 special consideration for fault conditions data systems that could be exposed to short circuits to power conductors require an extra measure of protection.  in these cases its recommended to add a fuse type device in addition to shunting type suppression, as shown in figure 4.9.  when a short circuit occurs, the shunt suppression will begin conducting, but shunting by itself cannot withstand the steady state currents of this type of surge.  a small enough fuse value should be chosen so that the fuse will open before the shunt device is damaged.  a typical fuse value is 125  ma. figure  4.9  fused port protection choosing the right protection for your system while it is hard to predict what type and level of isolation is correct for a system, an educated guess should be made based on the electrical environment, physical conditions and cost of failures in downtime and repair costs .   systems connected between two power sources, such as building to building, office to factory floor, or any system covering long distances should require some level of transient protection.  table 4.1 is a comparison of transient protection techniques. device vcc  earth ground signal ground data lines 125 ma fuse

 32 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 table  4.1  comparison of protection techniques optical isolation shunting requires no ground reference must have low impedance ground path adds no loading to data lines presents additional  capacitive loading to data lines higher complexity lower complexity, uses passive components effective on common mode transients effective on both common and differential mode transients not dependent on installation quality can be improperly installed by user requires an external power source no power required not affected by long term or continuous transients subject to damage by long duration transients

 rs-422/485 application note 33 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 chapter 5 :  software introduction rs-422 and RS-485 are hardware specifications.  software protocol is not discussed in either specification.  it is up to the system designer to define a protocol suitable for their system.  this chapter we will not attempt to define a protocol standard, but will explain some of the issues that should be considered by the system designer, whether writing or purchasing software. rs-422 systems rs-422 system software  differs little from the familiar point-to-point rs- 232 communication systems.  rs-422 is often used to simply extend the distance between nodes over the capabilities of rs-232.  rs-422 can also be used as the master node in a  four wire master-slave network described later in this chapter.  when selecting or writing software for rs-422 systems the designer should be aware of the signals being used by the hardware in the system.  many rs-422 systems do not implement the hardware handshake lines often found in rs-232 systems due to the cost of running additional conductors over long distances. RS-485 driver control the principle difference between rs-422 and RS-485 is that the RS-485 driver can be put into  a high impedance,  tristate mode, which allows other drivers to transmit over the same pair of wires.  there are two methods of tristating an RS-485 driver.  the first method is to use a control line, often the rts handshake line, to enable and disable the driver.  this requires that the host software raise the rts line before beginning a transmission to enable the driver, then lower the rts line after the completion of the transmission.   since only a single RS-485 driver can be enabled on a network at one time it is important that the driver is disabled as quickly as possible after transmission to avoid two drivers trying to control the lines simultaneously, a condition called line contention.   under some operating systems it can be difficult to lower rts in a timely manner and this method of driver control should be avoided altogether. the second method of RS-485 driver control we refer to as automatic send data control.  this type of control involves special circuitry that senses when data is being transmitted and automatically enables the driver as well as disabling the driver within one character length of the end of transmission. this is the preferred method of driver control since it reduces software overhead and the number of potential pitfalls for the programmer.

 34 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 RS-485 receiver control the RS-485 rece iver also has an enable signal.  since RS-485 systems using a  two wire configuration connect the driver to receiver in a  loopback fashion, this feature is often used to disable the receiver during transmission to prevent the echo of local data.  another approach is to leave the RS-485 receiver enabled and monitor the  loopback data for errors which would indicate that line contention has occurred.  although a good  loopback signal does not guaranty data integrity it does offer a degree of error detection. master-slave systems a master-slave type system has one node that issues commands to each of the ?slave? nodes and processes responses.  slave nodes will not typically transmit data without a request from the master node, and do not communicate with each other.  each slave must have a unique address so that it can be addressed independent of other nodes.  these type systems can be configured as two  wire or four wire.  four wire systems often use an rs-422 master (the driver is always enabled) and RS-485 slaves to reduce system complexity. four wire master-slave systems this configuration reduces software complexity at the host since the driver and receiver are always enabled, at the expense of installing two extra conductors in the system.  the master node simply prefixes commands with the appropriate address of the slave.  there  are no data echo or turn around delays to consider.  since each of the slave transmitters share the same pair of wires, care must be taken that the master never requests data from multiple nodes simultaneously or data collisions will result. two wire master-slave systems two wire configurations add a small amount of complexity to the system. the RS-485 driver must be  tristated when not in use to allow other nodes to use the shared pair of wires.  the time delay between the end of a transmission and the  tristate condition becomes a very important parameter in this type system. if a slave attempts to reply before the master has  tristated the line, a collision will occur and data will be lost.  the system designer must know the response time or turn around delay of each of the slave nodes and assure that the master will  tristate its driver within that amount of time.  b&b electronics? automatic send data control circuits  tristate the driver within one character length of the end of a transmission.

 rs-422/485 application note 35 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 multi-master RS-485 systems each node in a multi-master type RS-485 system can initiate its own transmission creating the potential for data collisions.  this type system requires the designer to implement a more sophisticated method of error detection, including methods such as line contention detection, acknowledgement of transmissions and a system for  resending corrupted data. systems with port powered converters rs-232 to rs-42 2 or RS-485 converters that derive their power from the rs-232 port are becoming more common in data systems.  a good programming practice is to set unused handshake outputs to a high voltage state in systems using any type of rs-232 to rs-422 or RS-485 converter.  this will assure the best possible operating conditions for all converters used.

 36 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 chapter 6 :  selecting RS-485 devices when purchasing devices for an RS-485 system many pitfalls can be avoided by determining the device?s communications characteristics before the system design is complete.  knowing what questions to ask up front can save a lot of troubleshooting in the field.   the following device characteristics are all things that should be answered in the system design stage. 1.   is the device configured for two  wire or four wire systems? 2.   is a signal ground connection available? 3.   is the device isolated?  does it contain surge suppression? 4.   what  value bias resistors (if any) are used in the device?  are they accessible for modification? 5.   is the device terminated?  is it accessible for modification? 6.   what is the device?s response time (turn around delay)? 7.   what is the programmable address range of the device? 8.   what baud rate, or range of baud rates, is supported? if possible it is often useful to have a schematic of the serial port of each device in a system.  the schematic can provide additional information that may be useful in troubleshooting or repairing any problems in the data system.

 rs-422/485 application note 37 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 chapter 7 :  sources of further information eia standards and publications can be purchased from: global engineering documents 7730  carondelet avenue  - -  clayton, mo  63105 phone:  (800) 854-7179  - -  fax:  (314) 726-6418 global engineering documents 15 inverness way east  - -  englewood, co  80112 phone:   (800) 854-7179  --  fax:  (303) 397-2740 global engineering documents web site can be found at  http://global.ihs.com . related data interface standards are: a) eia-232-e interface between data terminal equipment and  date circuit- terminating equipment employing serial binary data interchange (ansi/iea-232-d) b) eia-422-a electrical characteristics of balanced voltage digital interface circuits c) eia-423-a electrical characteristics of unbalanced voltage digital interface circuits d) eia-485 standard for electrical characteristics of generators and receivers for use in balanced digital  multipoint systems e) eia-449 general purpose 37-position and 9-position interface for data terminal equipment and data circuit-terminating equipment. f) eia-530 high speed 25-position interface for data terminal equipment and data circuit-terminating equipment g) eia/tia-562 electrical characteristics for an unbalanced digital interface manufactures of integrated circuit data transceivers often offer practical application information for rs-422 and RS-485 systems. national semiconductor?s interface data book includes a number of excellent applications notes.  these notes are also available online at http://www.national.com/ .  a search engine is provided to search the text of the available application notes.  entering ?422? or ?485? as search criteria to get a current list of related application notes.

 38 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 appendix a :  eia specification summary eia rs-422 specification summary parameter conditions min max units driver output voltage open circuit 10 -10 v v driver output voltage loaded r t  = 100  w 2 -2 v v driver output resistance a to b 100 w driver output short-circuit current per output to common 150 ma driver output rise time r t  = 100  w 10 % of bit width driver common mode voltage r t  = 100  w 3 v receiver sensitivity vcm    7 200 mv receiver common-mode voltage range -7 +7 v receiver input resistance 4000 w differential receiver voltage operational: withstand: 10 12 v v eia RS-485 specification summary parameter conditions min max units driver output voltage open circuit 1.5 -1.5 6 -6 v v driver output voltage loaded r load  = 54 w 1.5 -1.5 5 -5 v v driver output  short- circuit current per output to +12v or ?7v 250 ma driver output rise time r load  = 54 w c load  = 50  pf 30 % of bit width driver common mode voltage r load  = 54 w -1 3 v receiver sensitivity -7     vcm    +12 200 mv receiver common-mode voltage range -7 +12 v receiver input resistance 12k w

 rs-422/485 application note 39 b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-7094 eia rs-232 specification summary parameter conditions min max units driver output voltage open circuit 25 v driver output voltage loaded 3 k w     r l     7 k w 5 15 v v driver output resistance, power off -2v     vo    2v 300 w driver output  short-circuit current 500 ma driver output slew rate 30 v/ m s maximum load capacitance 2500 pf receiver input resistance 3v    v in     25v 3000 7000 w receiver input threshold    output = mark    output = space -3 3 v v eia rs-423 specification summary parameter conditions min max units driver output voltage open circuit  4 -4  6 -6 v v driver output voltage loaded r l  = 450  w 3.6  6 v driver output resistance -2v     vo    2v 50 w driver output  short- circuit current 150 ma driver output rise and fall time baud rate    1k baud baud rate  3  1k baud 300 30 m s % unit interval receiver sensitivity vcm    7v 200 mv receiver input resistance 4000 w

 40 rs-422/485 application note b&b electronics  -- po box 1040  -- ottawa, il  61350 ph  (815) 433-5100  -- fax  (815) 434-709 4 appendix b :  eia standard rs-423 data transmission rs-423 (eia-423) is another standard used in point to point communications.  rs-423 data transmission uses an unbalanced line driver that connects to an rs-422 type balanced line receiver as shown in figure b.1.  the rs-423 line driver is unique to this system.  it produces voltage similar to rs-232 but has a slew rate control input that is used to limit rise times and cross talk on the data lines.  typical adjustment on the slew rate control is from 1 to 100  m s.  this is done by the proper selection of one resistor on the wave shape control input. figure b.1
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